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The usual underlying idea of traditional approaches to observation control is the conditional Gaussian
ﬁltering.
In practice, however, there are several problems which do not fall into this class of conditionally Gaussian
models, among them namely the problems in which the noises in the observations depend on the state of
the non-observable process and its estimate.
This class of problems is studied here. To be more precise, let a partially observable system be described
by the multi-dimensional Itô equations dXt = Xt dAt + dξt , dYt = Ht Xt dt + dηt , where X0 = x0 is
Gaussian, ξ is a Gaussian martingale and A is a matrix-valued bounded process of bounded variation;
X is interpreted as the non-observable process. Given a Brownian motion
W independent of ξ and x0 ,
Rt
bs )dWs , depending on
the observation process Y is driven by the Itô integral process ηt = 0 G(s, Xs , X
b
b
the non-observable process
R t X and its estimate X. The authors of the paper study linear estimates X
b
of the type Xt = Ft + 0 L(t, s)dYs , where F and L are deterministic functions. They show that the
b minimizing the quadratic estimation error matrix is a Kalman-type estimate and they
linear estimate X
determine an explicit form of the optimal coeﬃcient of this Kalman-type estimate.
After that, the authors study the above partially observable system but now supplemented with a control
term in the state equation, and they associate a quadratic cost function. Its minimal value and the optimal
control are characterized with the help of Riccati-type equations.
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